Poncho Balls are twist-open sports-ball capsules that enclose full-size ponchos, offering compact clip-on
storage, full-size protection, and re-usable convenience. Poncho Balls are designed specifically for
unexpected inclement weather - this clever and practical item belongs in glove compartments, purses,
backpacks, etc.
Unique Patented Packaging Approach Creates Appeal: The unique patented concept of packaging
rain gear into a sports-icon capsule is fun and exciting, making it a great gift or souvenir idea that every
fan will want to take home. So Poncho Balls will find their way into a variety of practical places for those
unexpected rain showers, e.g., the glove compartment, the kid's school backpack, the purse, the
briefcase, the office desk, the suitcase, etc. This practicality and versatility makes Poncho Balls a great
item even on bright, sunny days!
Poncho Ball ponchos are lightweight in design which allows them to fit into the capsule. Our standard
adult poncho are 1-mil thick and measure 48" wide x 36" tall with a hood. These lightweight ponchos are
sturdy enough to be used multiple times if the user desires - alternatively, the ponchos are lightweight
enough that discarding them after one use is appropriate if it is more convenient, particularly since the
user will still have the permanent ball or wheel capsule. Ponchos are easily re-inserted into the capsule
provided all of the air is squeezed out - Re-Insertion Instructions demonstrate this simple technique.
Significant Impulse Opportunities: And retailers can look for impulse purchases on inclement days the Poncho Ball offers a new category of protection designed for the practical needs of the spectator
caught in inclement weather: compact clip-on storage, full-size protection, and re-usable convenience.
Plus, after the poncho is discarded, the high-quality sports-icon capsule offers a clever, permanent
souvenir for use around the home or at the office.
Perfect For The Home & Office, Parks, Travel, Games & Outings: Poncho Balls are fun, yet practical,
making them "necessities" that are perfect for the home, office, school sporting events, theme parks,
vacations, games and other outdoor activities.

One-Size-Fits-All Adult Ponchos - And, Yes, They Do Fit Back Into the Ball!
Poncho Balls capsules are designed to last a lifetime. Capsules are made from virtually indestructible
ABS plastic. Capsules are tested in quality assurance laboratories to ensure they retain their locking
integrity. Capsules are designed to withstand 1,000 open-and-closing cycles and still retain the same
locking "click" that you feel the first time you tighten the capsule halves together. The decoration of the
balls and wheels are also routinely assessed for quality - take a look at the seams and laces on the
Football Model for how precisely they are painted! Each model is designed to emulate the real ball.

